Eau Claire (/ˈoʊkrɛl/) is a city in Eau Claire and Chippewa counties in the west-central part of the U.S. state of Wisconsin. Located almost entirely in Eau Claire County, for which it is the county seat, the city had a population of 65,883 at the 2010 census, making it the state's ninth-largest city. Eau Claire is the principal city of the Eau Claire, Wisconsin Metropolitan Statistical Area, which is a part of the Eau Claire-Menomonie Combined Statistical Area. See what's new with book lending at the Internet Archive. A short survey of classic Scottish writing. Item Preview. Renewable every hour, pending availability. More info. Page verso. Publisher's ad, p. [151]-159 and p. [3] of cover. Includes bibliographical references (pages 147-149). Land, language and early literature -- Freedom and Barbour's Bruce -- Six more makers -- Destruction and reform, ballads and songs -- Eighteenth-century writers away and at home -- Robert Burns -- Scott. Hogg. Galt -- Nineteenth-century emigrants -- The twentieth century, mainly. Access-restricted-item. true. The publishers of the history desire to acknowledge the cordial and valuable assistance which has been accorded them in its compilation by many citizens of Eau Claire county. It has been a help deeply appreciated and deserves due reco Excerpt from History of Eau Claire County, Wisconsin, Past and Present: Including an Account of the Cities, Towns and Villages of the County. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. Best Dining in Eau Claire, Wisconsin: See 8,254 Tripadvisor traveler reviews of 226 Eau Claire restaurants and search by cuisine, price, location, and more. Some of the best restaurants in Eau Claire for families with children include: Randy's Family Restaurant. Egg Roll Plus. The Nucleus. What are the best restaurants in Eau Claire for cheap eats? Some of the most popular restaurants in Eau Claire for cheap eats include: Egg Roll Plus. Taqueria la Poblanita. The Eau Claire Depot served as a regional headquarters. Its records contain correspondence of the depot agent with local community agents and with the head office in St. Paul; reports on community business conditions, needs, and the role of the railroad in local industry; blueprints of railroad buildings and trackage and of area businesses; extensive employee case files and performance records; and information on a 1922 strike and threatened strikes in 1946.